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The University rf Dayton 
UD SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 
CITED IN NIE PUBLICATION 
News Release 
DAYTON, Ohio, November 28, 1984 -- "Starting with Students: Notable Programs, 
Promising Approaches, and Other Improvement Efforts in American Post-secondary 
Education" Volume II, published by the National Institute of Education (NIE), includes 
a section on the Univers ity of Dayton's School of Engineering. The volume was compiled 
from materials submitted to the National Commission on Excellence in Education. 
The report calls attention to the University's efforts in continuing the 
education of women in engineering who already hold bachelor's degrees in chemistry, 
physics, mathematics, or computer science. The UD profile particularly cites the 
emphasis that the School of Engineering puts on realigning the student's skills to 
compete in the job market in engineering . 
The NIE report was compiled in an effort "to review and to describe educational 
programs that are recognized as preparing students who ••• meet with uncommon success the 
demands placed on them by the nation's colleges and universities," said T. H. Bell, 
Secretary of Education, in a charge to the Commission which was made public earlier 
this year. 
UD's "Fast-Track Late Entry Program for Women in Engineering" is a non-degree 
"fifth year" program that qualifies its "graduates" either for employment or for further 
study at the master's level in engineering. It features a condensed curriculum which 
lasts only a calendar year but is equivalent to one and one-half years of college 
level engineering work. Panel discussions, workshops, and counseling help to 
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maximize women's self concepts as engineers to facilitate their entering the job 
market after completing the program. 
The publication also states that "this very rich and \~Tell-presented profile 
also highlights unintended consequences of the program that are well-worth pondering 
by all who would contemplate similar program models. The students have motivated the 
faculty to make very significant commitments to teaching; facilities have been utilized 
beyond the point at which the University thought possible; faculty themselves have 
broken away from traditional instructional assumptions dictated by the traditional 
academic calendar; and a Women's Reentry Consortium, involving 100 colleges and 
universities, was born of this effort." 
The University's School of Education was highlighted in Volume I of "Starting 
with Students" which was published earlier this year. 
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